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Issues such as tax competition and systems competition receive
broad media coverage and are hard topics in politics. This course is
designed such that students get a better understanding of economic
mechanisms that are causal for tax competition or systems
competition in general. We will give an introductory treatment of
decentralized decision making by governments and discuss
measures that can be used in a percale analysis to evaluate the
effects of tax or systems competition.
The course is structured around 3 main parts. In a first part we
introduce students for useful definitions and describe basic models.
In a second part we extend the workhorse model to cover issues
such as cross border shopping, profit shifting by not multinational
enterprises, tax competition for investment and strategic exchange
of information between tax authorities. A major result from the
second part is that governmental choices depend on country specific
characteristics and on the underlying tax systems. This motivates
the third part in which we analyze structures such as for example
repeated games which help to get a better understanding of the
economic mechanisms that help to achieve the best for the group of
countries when individual countries are self interested. In other
words, students will learn about the prospects and failure of
agreements in international governmental relations. Against this
background, students will notice that tax completion is just an
example for a larger set of problems where rational agents compete
thereby not achieving the best outcome.
-

Klausur (4 ECTS: 60 min; 6 ECTS: 90 min)

-

Sinn, Hans-Werner: System Competition
Die vertiefende Literatur wird in der Vorlesung
bekanntgegeben
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